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Хегиювання макроскоп!чно збуджено* плязми: хваз!частники
та поэтрна температура

Досл*джено хвилюванкя /флоктуацП/ вогневиц! /плязии/, в як!й
збудаено пом?тн} /макроскол1чн1/ рухи, пов'яэаш э електромаг-
нгткими полями великих розм!р!в i низьхих частот. Такт поля мо-
жуть бути зумовлен! зовншнтми чинниками або мати внутр!шн! при-
чини, каприклад бурхлив!сть /турбулентн!сть/. Розраховано спехт-
ральнг розподгли хвилввань з урахуванням перенормування ймовтр-
ности переходу та заслонения /екранування/ пробной частинки у
past помттно /waKpocxonitiHo/ эбудженох вогневици Яждо довжина
ксреляц!й для випадкового р!дино-подтбного руху велика проти
роз-vtpJB хвилввань, то спектральн! розпод!ли хвилювань мокна
пояснити, ЕИХОДЯЧК э уявлень про кваэ!частинки, якг породжуються
при пометному зворушенн} вогневиц!, та про поз!рну температуру.

?.P.So3enko, D.Creeillon

I'luctuations In Macroscopically Agitated Plasma:

Quasipartloles and Effective Temperature

fluctuations in the plasma, in which macroscopic fluid-like mo-

tion ia agitated due to large-scale and low-frequency electro-

uagnetic fields, are studied. Such fields can be produced by

external factors or internally, for example due to turbulence.

Fluctuation opeotral distributions are calculated with regard to

the reriormalizatioc of the transition probability for a test-

particle and of the test-particle shielding. If the correlation

lun^th for the random fluid-like motion is large aa compared to

iii.o .fluctuation scale lengths, then the fluctuation spectral

distributions can bo explained in terms of quasiparticles origi-

nating from macroscopio plasma agitation and of an effective

tauperature.
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1. Introduction

A peculiarity o( the plasma as the system of many charged particles with long-
range interaction between them is in its collective behaviour. In non-equilibrium
plasmas, the collective degrees of freedom are excited, and nonlinear effects are
important. In order to comprehend some universal features of such plasma,
which do not depend on subtleties of specific physical models, the quasiparticle
concept can be applied. The latter makes it possible to derive plasma peculiari-
ties from the properties of collective entities, such as waves [1-5], vortices [0, 7],
etc. or simplified particle-like objects [8-13]. As experiments reveal anomalous
phenomena in magnetized plasmas and the crucial role of low-frequency oscil-
lations, the quasiparticle concept can be naturally introduced in the study of
the low-frequency oscillating magnetized plasma for conditions when kinetic and
nonlinear effects are important. The quasiparticle concept is expected to be very
useful for dev<.' jping comprehensive analytical theories and consistent numerical
models of plasma magnetic confinement, as well as providing guidelines for the
interpretation of experimental data.

In order to explain observations of laboratory and spare plasmas, it is possi-
ble to al'ow for the occurence of fluid-like turbulent motion in it [14, 15), which
can be produced by iargt̂ bCale and low-frequency electromagnetic fields, gener-
ated either by some external factors or internally, for example due to inagne-
tohydrodynamic turbulence. Such motion perturbs the trajectories of particles
and clouds of polarization charge around them. These phenomena of modified
test-particle and shielding can determine fluctuation s|x>ctra and electromagnetic
wave scattering in macroscopically agitated but kinctically stable plasma [13].

In this paper the effect of fluid-like motion on the low-frequency fluctuations
in the magnetized plasma is studied. The spectral distributions of fluctuations
are derived and explained in terms of macro-particles originating from plasma
turbulent agitation. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces basic
quantities and equations. In Section 3 fluctuation spectra are derived. Section 4
contains conclusions.

The following notations «re used. В = Db is the background magnetic field,
stationary in time and uniform in space. The Ыи-I || (X) is used for я vector
component along(across) the magnetic field. шр is the plasma frequency, wjj =
п^/свт. дц = */Щ/тп is the thermal velocity at the parallel temperature Tjj,
A|| = лц/wp. 77- = |*цл||| i» the frequency spectrum width for spontaneous density
fluctuations. ft = qDjm is the cyclotron frequency. /)/, is the Lartnor radius.
ti = (n) IH the mean density, q and m arc the particle charge und muse. Eo
is the vacuum dielectric permittivity. The index a lalx.. plasma species. К =
{к,ш) is for space-time Fourier transforms, {k, t) is for space Fourier transforms.
£ , . . . = (1/2*)/<<-,....

2. Quasiparticle Approach
According to the general microscopic theory of plasma fluctuations [161, the

Poisson law relates the electric firld fluctuations 6E s —V*<t to the spontaneous
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density fluctuations <5n, which can be treated as fluctuations in the system of free
particles:

? £ № 2 , (1)

where e(K) = 1 -t- J3, A'«(A') is the (longitudinal) plasma dielectric permittivity,
Хо(Л') is the linear electric plasma susceptibility.

Taking into account the experimental observations of the lew-frequency (as
compared to the cyclotron frequency) fluctuations in the plasma, let us consider
the fluctuation spectrum in the low-frequency range, m ~ Aft , Л « 1. In
this case, the general quasiparticle approach [9, 10] can be applied to calculate
the electrodynamic coefficients and the spectral distribution* for spontaneous
fluctuations.

Within the context of quasiparticle description, the basic equations are as
follows. The Poisson law:

tf--g = 4T£ , . fdvF.,fdvF., (2)

which relates the microscopic electric field E to the microscopic particle distri-
bution F in the phase space {r, v).

The particle-quasiparticle relation:

2* '

» ]G), (3)

where F(r,ii,t) is the guiding-centre distribution function, G = (l/2ir)Fo is
the microscopic quasiparticle distribution in the reduced phase space {г, УЦ,* я
f^/2j, a is the velocity gyroangle, ? = {»||,i>x><»}i for any quantity Q(?,v,t)

Q(f, 9, t) S Q(F - ~ v x 6, ?, t) , QH m ± j T da Q(?, v, i)e™ ,

and f7= t>||i +• Ё x b/B is the guiding-centre drift velocity.

The microscopic continuity equation for quasiparticles:

{dt + 9R - ^ + ^ ЕЩ d,t) G = о , (4)

where l̂ j = «цб + ̂ я х Ь/В ы the effective quasiparticle drift velocity, while the

effective electric field Eg is determined by the modified potential Ф т :

EH - - f•» ,

FVom these equations, one obtains the lie ar approximations for electric su«-



eeptibilities and spectral distributions of bpomwieous «inihity fluctuations:

X(K) = a{k) - i-^J dv^de W(K)Ji ki\g , (5)

, * s j « i , (6)

where

a(k) = (ч>1/пкг) ( dv^jg - \)dtg , (7)

g = g(vy, i) is the mean quaeiparticle distribution function (which is related to the
zero-order gyroangte harmonic of the mean guiding-centre distribution function,
g — 2n{F0)), Л = Jo(kjiVx/tt) is the Bessel function of zero order.

The latter equations introduce the probability И^г,*;»*,*') з W(r - f ,t -
(') for the transition of free quasiparticle (in this simplest approximation, the
quasiparticle does not difFer from the particle guiding centre) from the space
point r*, where it is at the time instant <', to the point г at the time instant t:

w(r, t) = в(Щ? - «„«б), щK) = »7(u> - k n + id), (8)

as in the low-frequency oscillating magnetized plasma particles are represented
by quasiparticles, which in the free atate move only along the magnetic field with
a constant velocity. W(K) appears aa the space-time Fourier transform of the
Heaviside step-function tf(<) with regard to the Doppler frequency shift.

3. Macro-Particles

In the presence of fluid-like plasma motion particle trajectories modify, and
the transition probability is rcnormalized [13]:

W(r,t) = WH(r,t) & m(i(f - ?(i))) , f{t) = v/Ь + UF(t) , (9)

where the quasipsrticle trajectory allows for the macroscopic displacement
across the magnetic field due to fluid-like motion. The variable Rf(t) is assumed
to be random with ноте probability distribution. Then,

"«<*•> -fJ^^^P1- <•»»
where the fluid motion characteristic function S/.(jc±,t) and its frequency spec-
trum Sfiki,u) appeared:

Sf(k±,u> — ̂ циу) = 2fte WR(K) if the rharacteristic function spectrum ie real.
Therefore, the rc-normalization of elcctrodynnniic coofficicnts and correlation

functions taken place, aud they satisfy the fluctiiution-diwtipation relations:



As a consequence

The fluctuation-dissipation relation takes this form:

Im XK(K) = - g J flL{(*ne)
2)K . (13)

^ j | f i ( , (14)

after the inverse time Fourier transformation is applied. Here the autocorrelation
function ((вйд) 2 )^ for undressed (that is without their clouds of polarization
charge) particles in the macroscopically agitated plasma appears to be factorized,

((6ftR)\, = SF(kx,t) ((6n)2)it , (15)

into the autocorrelation function ((6n)2)^, in the absence of macroscopic agifa-

tion and the characteristic function Sf.(k±,t), when its spectrum is real. Other-

wise,

{(6'W2)ij = [ sF(h,t) <W + suh,-0 *(-«) 1 «*«)'){,, • (16)

Let us study the case, when the correlation length scale Ac, associated with
macroscopic plasma agitation, is nnirh larger than the fluctuation wavelength

(which corresponds to the analyzing wavelength in plasma scattering experi-

ments): \clc >> 1, and the macroscopic displacement

Rf(t) = Oj , (17)

where Ox, is a random vi'locity variable. If P(fti,) is л probability distribution
for the velocity of fluid-like motion, then

(18)

and it determines the explicit expression for the particle transition probability:

, 0 = vn b + 0i . (19)
+ »0 "

When g(t'j|if) = ff("||) /( f)i where / and g are normalized to unity and
plastnu density respectively, then

( № я ) г ) А - = 2xA(k) IdU fP(0) ё(ы - k - 0 ) , \{k) s idtJlf, (20)

f,,(0) s s(«B) Рфх.). (21)

It is natural to .suggest an interpretation of /p aa the distribution function for
some new fjimsiphrticlcH, ашгто particles associated with fluid like plasma mo-
tion, This understanding i» supplementwl with the calculation of the electric
susceptibility:
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The frequency spectral distribution for undressed particles is a projection
of the renorrualized velocity distribution /p along the wavevector Jb:

) - (23)

When the thermal motion of particles along the magnetic field is disregarded,

((6nR)*)K = n\(k) Sr(h,<*) = Ц^-Pkif), (24)

i.e. the frequency spectral distribution is determined by the characteristic func-
tion spectrum, which is the familiar Doppiei spectrum [15]: the distribution of

fluid velocities along the t^-vector. Its frequency width is of the order of k±u,

where и ia a characteristic value for the fluctuating macroscopic velocity field. In

this case,

iLd0 P(Ux.)
р jdOL J* У " , (25)

the frequency depeudenee of the electric nuceptibility is governed by the proba-
bility distribution of turbulent velocities.

In the case of normal distribution P, the characteristic function spectrum is
also governed by the normal law with respect to the frequency:

Srih,») - (yfchfWpi-i» - vrffh}) • (26)

Here the mean velocity (Ox) &nd the root mean square u of the velocity oscillation
associated with the fluid-like motion are traded for the Doppler frequency wf- =
к • (Ux), which determines the maximum of the spectrum, and the spectrum
width IF — *x u- One can use this spectrum for the свае of normal particle
distribution with respect to the parallel velocity, with the temperature Tj, in
order to calculate the electric susceptibility:

and the fluctuation spectral distribution for undressed particles:

where the shape parameter

С a 1 + Ы/угУ , irl-rr Ц *i/*| I (•»/«,), (29)

changes in the range from unity to infinity.
Therefore, the modification of the electric susceptibilities and the correlation

functions tor undressed particles in the macroecopically agitated plasma can be
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deecribed by the linear formulas if the effective temperature and the Dopplcr
frequency shift are introduced into ttie latter [13J:

Гц -» t = CTj| > Гц , и -. ш - wf = й . (30)

In this cose, similarly to the one without fluid-like motion, the inverse fluctuation-
dissipation relations can be established:

•««ft)2) ^ /ijpw
(31)

and they make it possible to relate the fluctuation spectrum to the renorm&lized
electrodynamic coefficients:

2 г-i T. Im \fo(fQ

X
In order to illustrate the general formalitun, let us consider the electron

plasma oscillations, when the turbulent-velocity distribution and the particle
parallel-velocity distribution are normal. Then, the fluctuation spectrum te gov-
erned by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem:

от i

^ ; < 3 3 )

where the renormalized dielectric permittivity

£ ^ (34)

f | = e(k,oo) — 1 + <*(к), and the frequency is counted from mp.

Т1ю spectral intensity ((Л£)2)^ follows after integrating the spectrum over
the frequency with the help of the Kramers-Kronig integral relations:

(35)

where {(6E)2)? ' is the spectral intensity in the absence of macroscopic agitation,
and there is the nmplincntion factor C(l + v)/(l + Cy), whidi increases with C.
The fluctuations With у « 1 are strongly enhanced, when С » I.

4. Conclusion»
As the test particle asul it» sliiclding are modified in the macroscopically

agitated plasma, the fluctuation spectra can he uudcrstood in terms of macro-
partick» originating from рЬяша turbulent motion. The rrnormatization of elec-
trodynamic coefficients and spectral distributions of fluctuations can take the
form of scale transformations subordinate to an effective system temperature.
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In the absence of fluid-like motion the effective temperature is equal to the real
one, while in the presence of such motion it can be much larger than the latter,
and the fluctuations ran be strongly enhanced.
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